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Georgia cyber academy salary

Our apology, unfortunately our website is currently unavailable in most European countries due to GDPR rules. How to apply administrator and staff posts: For GCA administrator and staff opportunities, please send an email to alassetter@georgiacyber.org.  Teacher Posts: Instructional
candidates have to have a valid teaching certificate unless otherwise specified.  Instructional special education candidates must have a valid Georgia teaching certificate. We will consider the applications of candidates living outside Georgia. To be considered for current or future teacher
opportunities, please send an email to alassetter@georgiacyber.org. Georgia Cyber Academy is a federal contractor, equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and drug-free workplace. All eligible applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, colour,
religion, gender, national origin, disability, or protected veteran status. Great mission but change changing priorities keep cyber is an excellent mission, longevity as a virtual school, care staff, excellent professional development and great benefits. They invest in different platforms to ensure
what we need to survive the classroom. The kids are amazing. In many ways there is a serious disconnect between great company administration and teachers. There are many steps to know of what should be done to us for simple, standard procedures and frequent meetings. Change is
made quickly and often with no idea about the added burden as we attempt to implement. Once we incorporate changes, the processes change again, so often it feels like we're always starting. Most teachers extend our working days to nights and weekends. We are simply not able to
maintain w/ workload during our 8-5 workday. Salaries are also very low and teacher turnover is high. Listening to teachers will probably keep more staff than leaving. Flexibility, benefits, mentors and leadership teachers want us to be successful. Constantly changing, lack of work-life
balance, low pay was this review helpful? Where do I start? High stress, constantly micro-managed, not enough training for platforms/technology used, unrealistic deadlines, meetings after meetings, checklist after checklist, you are constantly doing double work. Very low salary! Yes, you
are working 8-5 from home, but you have to work around the clock to complete anything. More business among teachers. I'll return to a brick-and-mortar setting in a heartbeat, even during Covid. All of the reviews are saying the same thing. Proceed with caution! Was this review helpful?
10,0,0 owners but 5 teachers. That's what it felt like. High demand for not having salary. Work from 5 to 9 p.m. should get some of their work done and their forever changed standards. Go for it if working from home is your main And don't mind working around the Sunday-Sunday clock.
Was this review helpful? The worst place ever — staying away for the hilt, constantly changing expectations, terrible salaries. Cut between management and teachers. The worst mistake I ever made. I wish I could be back those years of my life. Was this review helpful? Work-life balance life
balance is non-existent in GCA. Always expected to be on call, you'll get supervisors after regular contract hours. The workload is so large that you are always working well in previous contracts. Salaries and benefits reduced then other school districts. Salary is negotiable. You don't get
paid enough for the amount of work and stress. Job security and the change in advanced GCA is really high. GCA cannot keep teachers due to working conditions. ManagementGCA is really top heavy. Lots of manager roles but not enough actual staff to handle the workload. Culturetoxic
work culture. The high turn is over. Way too many manager roles, every mistake is all the terrorist school notes. The rate of a teacher turnover at this school is high enough to compete with retail. Workload and expectations are completely intolerable; You are expected to work continuously
after contract hours to keep up with the workload in which everything is deemed necessary. You are micro managed from a lot of different supervisors. You don't have any planning time. You teach 5 to 6 live classes a day and if you are planning, 99% of the time will be taken by meetings. If
you're a blown teacher, expect 4 or more IEP meetings a week and every other type of meeting they have. Expect a square size of 100 and expect 20 to 50 children to fly caseloads. Expect completely unrealistic expectations that will cause your hair to be stressed out. It was actually the
worse teaching experience I've ever had. Was this review helpful? Management was hired to clerk the HR file in a temporary position not on the same page. The job was easy and seemed simple until I know the woman who was my boss. She is very unprofessional and likes to micro
management. For him is the title of Assistant HR Director, he doesn't have much personality and has never had time to explain anything. He made me feel uncomfortable and I finally quit the job after three weeks. The director of HR is very knowledgeable and is totally opposite to the
assistant director. PPL are good, but an owner who is petty is not healthy for business. Was this review helpful? The work is stressful and the admin is not as helpful as expected. Leads are great and give positive feedback and help where possible. There are no more helpers above the lead
and there are always unrealistic expectations. Is work overload and everyday some high priority this review assistant? Heavy workload, poor compensation teaching and meeting schedule no time for planning and grading during normal working hours Leaves. The workload is much heavier
than a brick mortar schools; It's not uncommon for teachers to work late in the evening and through the weekend. There is a growing list of busy tasks that should be completed on a time frame. Salaries run about 33% lower than other public schools. High stress, poor work/life balance, poor
pay. Low salary, no flexibility, heavy workload. Was this review helpful? Great students/teachers, inconsiderate sped-up hierarchy, unrealistic workload loving students/students. Loved the actual staff. HR - Ms Speed Management of the kind egoistic, unnerving, unable to connect with
diverse staffworking from home and with students, good benefitsCliquish, Sped management - poor people's skills, long-lasting, unrealistic expectations and workload was this review helpful? Is your favorite place to really learn about companies? Rush Rush Rush, Now !!! This place gives a
chance to work from home, but it comes at a price. They have 10000 platforms to learn, scatter information everywhere, and want you to treat everything as a high priority, and rush to meet your deadline with a huge workload. For a long time, the minimum wage. If you give the value of
working from home, and can move faster, at a faster pace and change the workload, for minimum pay, it places R for youHuge workload, low pay comparatively, work home dynamic is not balanced this review useful? Started ok, got too bad... The best thing about working here is working
from home. Admins don't know what they're doing, teachers are micromanaged, and many students/families come here to do nothing all day. The cons outweigh the pros these days. Was this review helpful? I've never done as bad as this place. They're more of a business than a school.
More about $1000 than students' success! Employees are expected to work 12-hour workloads and everything is last minute and always high priority. I was given the new high priority task at 4:15 on Friday and said it is due by Monday morning. Managers apparently forget about forms of
state until they are due, which makes for a stressful work environment. They call it the M-F 8-5 position but it's nowhere near there. As a special education teacher, I was asked to draft the IEP's out-of-date psychological reports, which I will not. No job is worth losing my teaching
certification! Managers are asked to give all employee S Level 2 on TYKES, regardless of their performance, which is highly inappropriate, especially when your TYKES follows you everywhere you work. Georgia Cyber has severely declined its services for students since branching off from
K-12. I had to deal with way too many parents complaining about massive emails and no personal services. They always meet voicemail in the corporate office and anytime Ed complained of not getting the call. I was expected to handle issues beyond my pay-rate and training. Actually, I
was pushing the handle Parents as a result of my lack of anxiety of bosses. The only positive is I worked from home, but I was always working. I'm a lawyer of homeschooling, I've even schooled my kids home, but if you're a home school-seeking parent, it's not choosing school! I'll continue
to work on online - more... Was this review helpful? It was a great experience being a learning coach for my son. Everyone in GCA was very supportive. For my high school son this house was very supportive of me with his courses before and hours after school. Was this review helpful?
Great apps for use will take some use. Great students and teachers. Some management is unorganised and stressful for teachers to work here. Was this review helpful? Teachers will not recommend the workload is heavy. Overall morale is low. A lot of stress from many sources. The
school is seeking its charter renewal so test scores mean everything. Also, GCA is breaking away from K12 so the course will require more time for the individual teacher to develop, with some support, but it will be very time-consuming. Changes in the special Ed department will also require
more responsibilities for the staff. Working from home is one of the biggest perks. Some employees were very helpful, but they were so busy themselves they couldn't help in a timely manner often. Next year the new computer will potentially help alleviate technical issues. Was this review
helpful? Great opportunity. Raising my kid's mind and getting him to help get into an Ivy League college was my dream job. It's one of the best times of my life. Was this review helpful? Completing and rewarding experienced days of work includes teaching lessons, tuition, grading
assignments and outdoor interactions with the student. Have learnt to have more patience on this work. The hardest part of the job is when the student has difficulties with lessons, ect.. । The most enjoyable part of the job is when a student understands a subject or subject. Spending one at
a time with the student. Was this review helpful? A typical day starts early. You are able to take breaks, but must be near your computer at all times. You will need to make a phone call. The salary isn't great at all. Was this review helpful? useful?
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